I totally agree with Cde. Willy Mary Amateng. He said and quote “SWAPO members and supporters are vigorously going to do it again. This will be a thorn in Mpena’s and all those with the majority vote’s necks, SWAPO IS HERE TO STAY FOR MANY MANY YEARS TO COME,” and please Madam Nangoloh when you prove that the research is incorporating to use empirical evidence to answer the questions. Nangoloh goes as far as attempt to dig a grave for RADOPA and the rest.

**Posted by:** Amunjela

Posted by: Swapo Tuli (Windhoek, Namibia)

"The hate speech has to stop," so writes Gwen Lister, Editor of *The Namibian*, on Friday, 2, 2009. “And SWAPO in particular really needs to take a stand and instil a sense of discipline in key areas of the party or be responsible for the consequences that could take Namibia from being a relatively peaceful democracy down to the ruin to ruin.”

Talking about *Namibia Today*’s “lies and distortions!” She tells us to compare the coverage of both (SWAPO and RDP) electoral websites where we could find that the “SWAPO event in fact had broader coverage” and that "The Namibian government has been portrayed in a positive and not negatively that filtered the RDP coverage. That is what people resent. If that is what she calls “fair coverage,” I beg to differ. And look at this: “The publication (Namibia Today) in question,” she wrote last Friday, “is an official organ and mouthpiece of the President of the country”. She then goes on to say: “You want a democratic society” that could take “Namibia from being a relatively peaceful democracy down to the ruin to ruin.”

It must be pointed out that Gwen has no monopoly over arrogance. It is time someone stood up to her. And this nonsense of take one side is right and everybody else is wrong.

**Posted by:** Swapo Tuli
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